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Productive truncation in French nouns (pneumatique -> pneu; introduction -> 
intro) is long established and well documented (Kerleroux 1999). Recent years 
have seen the emergence of a parallel truncation process in verbs (je me déconnecte 
-> je me déco). The combination of apocope and of the suffixal nature French 
conjugation provide an interesting new source of uninflectedness (Spencer 2020). 
We devise a computational method for retrieving truncated verbs from a corpus 
and analyse the retrieved forms in order to extract generalisations on the 
phenomenon. We first extract all verbal tokens in the corpus FrWaC that are a 
substring of an inflected verb in the French lexicon (déco gets extracted since it’s 
a substring of déconnecter, décorer, décoder ...). The full forms matched by the 
substring constitute potential matches for the corresponding full form. The best 
match is chosen by evaluating how well it fits the context, on the basis of methods 
from distributional semantics (Lenci 2018). Human evaluation reveals that the best 
match is indeed the correct corresponding full form in 88% of the cases. 
The conclusion of the computational corpus study is that the phenomenon is 
productive, not limited to a subset of lexicalised truncated forms, nor to a restricted 
set of paradigm cells. From the point of view of theoretical morphology, it is 
interesting to note that, while inflectional suffixes are fully lost in truncated verbs, 
stem allomorphy sometimes leads to the preservation of partial inflectional 
properties. For instance, among truncated forms of AVOIR, nous av signals a 
present or imperfect while j’aur signals a future or conditional. This raises 
interesting questions on the division of labour between stem allomorphy and affixal 
exponence in inflection systems, which we will discuss in the talk. 
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